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History:
losing its
professors
not getting
new ones

Phones busy
because of
phone-a•thon

,

By DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

A University Relations phone-athon continues at Winona State
this week after an emergency
Cabinet meeting ordered its discontinuance last week because
of its negative effect on dorm
phone service.
Several complaints were made
by students and their parents last
week when calls could not be
made into or out of the dorms
during the phone-a-thon hours of
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
"One student's mother called
her: and couldn't get through. Art..,
other student had to call the hd
pital for what he thought was an
emergency and couldn't," said
Housing Director John Ferden.
The latter student was a special
needs student needing to report
some information to the hospital,
he said.
"If they can't get through, we
can't get out," said Sheehan Hall
resident Robin Fay about her parents' concern over not being able
to reach her by phone. Her mother called the university to complain.
A "temporary solution" was
made byJoanne Rosczyk, assistant vice president of administrative affairs, to have Northwestern
Bell install 12 separate business
lines to the phone-a-thon room.
She said that the installation
cost was around $346 and that
the lines would cost about $500 a

By BILL POND

Staff Reporter

Winonan, photo by Dan Reliand

SPRING

Lee Ferdinandson, a graduate student at
See Phones, page 3 Winona State, takes a break from classes —
and from Winona's winter weather — to swim

laps in the swimming pool on Monday. The
swimming pool is a bit of the tropics located
in Memorial Hall.

Since 1977, the Winona State
history department has lost seven
professors and their positions
have not been filled, causing a
significant shortage of instruction
in the department.
Chairman of the history department Roderick Henry said seven
professors have either retired, resigned or have died.
Henry said the department is in
need of faculty that would be able
to teach upper division modern
American history classes and to
help with the department's master's degree program. He also
stressed the department needs
historians who could teach Asian,
African and Middle East history.
Henry said the history department wanted to get two of the
positions filled but that the
Dean's office has decided to fill
only one position.
Dean of Liberal Arts Richard
Coughlin agreed the history department could use the help, but
said to be fair, every department
needs additional faculty.
Coughlin said he has been
pushing to get the help the department needs, but said the department's budget doesn't have
enough money to hire new teachSee History, page 6

SCAC trip to hockey game trashes rented bus
By DALE KURSCHNER

Chicago Black Hawks game. minutes after the trip began.
After being told they couldn't take
"Usually students just sit there
A bus trip to a hockey game in kegs of beer on the bus going to and get a little loud," bus compaMinneapolis Jan. 14 resulted in the game, "they drank it in about ny president Jeff Philipps said of
$312 worth of damage to a rented 20 minutes," said Jon Kosidows- trips where students are allowed
bus and a night in jail for a ki, advisor for the Social-Cultural
to bring alcohol along. "Usually,
Activities Committee, which spon- they don't sit in back and smoke
Winona State student.
Problems began last Tuesday sored the trip.
pot."
Other students later said burnwhen about six students tried to
Problems increased from that
bring a four-gallon keg of beer ing marijuana could be smelled in
point on, sources said. "Someboalong to a Minnesota North Stars- one of the two buses about 15
dy put their foot through the
Chief Editor

Peaks recovering, no charges yet
By PATRICK McILHERAN
News Editor

Winona State dormitory director Scott Peak is recovering well
from injuries he sustained in an
auto accident Jan. 9, and his wife
has been discharged from a La
Crosse, Wis., hospital.
Peak said he had been undergoing therapy to restore the use
of a lung damaged when his ribs
were broken. He told the Winonan he seemed to be recovering
well, and that he is seeing visitors

at Winona's hospital.
Jill Peak was discharged Saturday from Lutheran Hospital in La
Crosse. The Peaks' two children
were not injured in the accident.
Winona police, meanwhile, say
they have requested charges be
filed against Karen Morrealle, a
Winona woman driving the vehicle that struck the Peaks'. Police
sergeant Dave Gabbert said his
department has asked the city attorney's office to charge Morrealle with driving while intoxicated,

Coffee
and a whole
lot more
Page 10

reckless driving, and leaving the
scene of an accident. He emphasized that the final decision on
whether the charges would be
filed was still to .be made by the
city attorney.
Gabbert said results of a blood
test taken on Morrealle indicated
that she was intoxicated when
the accident occurred. He said
that police were wrapping up investigation on a few loose ends
in the case.

frame of a back seat," Kosidowski said. "They also broke the luggage rope and used it to tie
someone into the bathroom.
That person (inside) tried to kick
out and broke the door."
One of the students sitting in
the back of the bus later said
things did get a little out of hand.
"I don't really remember anyone
trying to break. anything. I think
by letting us have beer on the
bus, they expected some of
that." The fans were allowed to
bring canned or bottled beer.
The driver of the bus with the
rowdy students in it pulled over in
Red Wing, Minn., and told the
students he would turn around
and return to Winona if they
didn't settle down, Kosidowski
said. "I thought we had young
adults on the bus, but they acted
like kids." He estimated 82 students were on the buses.
"We contacted the university
from up there. (It) said the only
way we could leave the students
was with the authorities," Phi-

Clowns and
the Gospel
Page 12

lipps said. "The police came out
and got the IDs of the students
who were being loud."
"I met with all the people who
were involved and told them,
'You know who was involved. I
leave it up to you to come up with
the $312,' " Kosidowski said.
Winona State sophomore Brad
Herbts was thrown out of the
North Stars - Blackhawks game
by Met Center guards and was
later arrested and held overnight
in the Bloomington, Minn., jail for
trespassing.
"Brad was just in the wrong
place at the wrong time," said
Kosidowski. Other students said
that Herbts simply threw a paper
cup at someone, he said.
"It looked like they were just
going to talk to me, but then they
threw me out," said Herbts.
After being ousted without his
jacket, Herbts said he looked for
the bus, couldn't find it, and decided to try to re-enter the arena,
See Trashed, page 6

Patriot dreams
Page 13
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Fed aid cuts to be fought

State students join national lobby group
By DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

The Minnesota State University
Student Student Association this
weekend decided to join other
state student associations in
forming a national student lobbying group.
State student association leaders from four states and Minnesota cs U.S. Congressman Tim
Penny Saturday lobbied MSUSA
during its Presidents' council
meeting at Winona State for its
involvement in the association.
"Most of your student financial
aid comes from Washington
D.C.," Penny told more than 50
students from Minnesota's seven
state universities that morning. "I
think we need a federal cooperative."
Penny pointed to the two national student summits held in
New York and Washington D.C.
in 1985. Both summits lobbied for
increases in student financial aid
and support from the federal government. "Those two events
probably did as much as anything
to emphasize student concerns
on financial aid," he said.
The student association leaders and MSUSA's chairman Jim
Schmidt took part in organizing
those summit meetings, the latter
meeting involving more than 100
students from across the United
States.
The idea for the new National
Student Roundtable came from
those summits, say the pressure
group's leaders, because student

concerns on financial issues were
not being heard through other national student groups.
"It's an invitation to Minnesota
students to join in the national association," Melvin Lowe, chairman of the City University Student Senate of New York said as
to why he and the other state student leaders were in Winona.
"We're asking for a commitment
from the state student associations."
That commitment is an allocation to the NSR of five percent of
the state associaton's budget the
first year, and three percent for
each year thereafter, he said.
"We've always been fighting to
keep what we have (in student financial aid)," Lowe said. "We
have to start fighting for more.
We did that at the summits."
"A lot of students spend
money every day, but they don't
realize where it's coming from,"
said John Skare, a consultant for
the new association. "Eightyseven percent of students' financial aid in Minnesota is federally
based.
MSUSA, however, was cautious about entering the roundtable group. "The main concern
wasn't the value of the association at the federal level. It was
that they didn't have enough in
front of them to show us," said
Winona State Student Senate
Vice President Tom Ruesink.
"We had to base (our decision)
on trust."
Ruesink said MSUSA decided

Congressman Tim Penny talks to student association leaders from other states about the
formation of a national student association at
to go along with the national association on three conditions:
• Funding will be released from
MSUSA only when a formal constitution is produced.
•A hierarchy of the association
is written out and distributed.

•A list of legislative initiatives
are drawn up by the association's
leaders for the 1986-87 legislative
year.
"We wanted a little bit more
concrete information and that's
why we're not going to release

Student group by-laws modified
By BILL POND
Staff Reporter

The Minnesota State University
Student Association delegate assembly met Sunday at Winona
State to vote on changes in the
organization's by-laws and
budget.
The MSUSA assembly passed
changes in the by-laws regarding
officer removal procedure by adding new starting procedures for
the process of an impeachment.
Problems came up in the association earlier this year when certain members of the Presidents'
council wanted to see the chairman impeached. After first calling
for an impeachment, then for a
formal hearing to set up formal
reprimands, and then dropping
the charges, the association felt
new policies were needed in handling disciplinary matters with the
chair.
The new by-law calls for all
positions set up by the Presidents' council to be subject to
disciplinary action only from the
council.

If an individual is to be
charged, he or she will be notified in advance of the charges,
the Presidents' council will meet
to look over the situation, and action will be taken. If a solution
cannot be found, motions to start
the formal removal procedings
can be established during a special meeting.
Winona State Student Senate
Vice President Tom Ruesink said
the new process was needed to
keep impeachment from popping
up without anyone knowing about
it, especially the person being impeached.
Another major by-law change
was the addition of a vice chair-

man position to the MSUSA. That
job is designed to carry out the
duties of the state chairman in
his or her absence and to perform other duties given by the
Presidents' council and the state
chairman.
The vice chairman will not be
allowed to vote on Presidents'
council issues or be from the
same university as the chairman.

When You Think Of
Jewelry
Think Of LeRoy's

Ruesink, who was nominated
for the vice chairman position,
said the new position will help out
people taking over as chairman.
He said instead of someone taking over the position "cold," they
will already have experience and
know what to do from the vice

Winonan photo by Beth Bidne

the MSUSA delegate assembly held over the
weekend at Winona State.

The budget for next year was
also passed by the assembly with
few cuts made. Rather, room was
made for pay hikes to MSUSA directors, assistant directors and
the treasurer.

funds for it yet," Ruesink said.

BREAK
FOR THE
BE CI
SPRING BREAK

chairman position.

MARCH

POINTERS
Did you know that...
■ Coffee, cold showers or fresh air
will make you a caffeinated, cold and
wet drunk. Only time will sober you
up.

let

1-8
x/f. 8-15

15-22
1/f 22-29

CONDO OR HOTEL LODGING
PARTIES I GOODIE BAGS / MORE!

OFFICIAL
BEACH
TRIPS

■ At .15 percent alcohol
concentration (a level frequently
found in drinking drivers) chances of
a crash are 25 times greater than for
a nondrinking driver.

63 PLAZA EAST, WINONA, MN 55987, 507-454-1451
OM

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING
A confidential, non judgmental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.
64 1/2 W. 5th

452-4307

■ A one-ounce drink of 86-proof
liquor OR a glass of table wine OR a
12-ounce beer all contain equal
amounts of alcohol.
PACE is a Peer Alcohol Consultation and Education
group which promotes the responsible use of alcohol. We're not saying don't drink, just THINK. If
you're interested in knowing more, contact Hunt Cudahy at the Counseling Center.

Limited Space Available

CENTRAL BREAK
RESERVATIONS
USA & HAWAII

1-800-321-5911
COLORADO be

?‘ .030

1-800-321-5912 01)C.
or contact a local Sunchase representative or your
local travel agency TODAY!
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Pending drinking age increase worries bars
By BILL POND
Staff Reporter

When Minnesota's drinking
age is raised to 21 in September
of this year, the effect could
cause a loss in business for
Winona's bars and a loss for the
state on its liquor tax revenue,
say several Winona tavern operators.
Cliff Vierus, owner of Mingles
Fundrinkery, claimed that raising
the drinking age "is not constitutional." He said that people are
legal adults when they reach the
age of 18 and should not be
restricted from what he sees as a
right of an adult.
Vierus and bartender Pat Beck
of Charlie's D and D, feel
strongly the drinking age should
not be raised. Both are members
of the Minnesota Licensed Beverage Association, a group fighting
the age change. Beck said the
purpose of the association is to
get people who sell alcohol to
work together in opposition to the
increase.
Beck is attending meetings of
the legislators in an atttempt to
understand recent action on the
drinking age.
State Senator Jim Ramstad, a
Republican from Wayzata, said
there will be some loss on the alcohol tax when the age is raised,
but that the loss will not be
nearly as much as the $34 million
the state could lose on federal
highway funding if it doesn't raise
the age. Ramstad estimates the

Winonan 'photo by Dave Johnson
Supporters of the move to raise Minnesota's
drunk driving among those 21-years-old and
drinking age to 21 say that it will prevent
younger.
the age for the wrong reason: only consideration, according to
loss on the tax to be roughly
Beck and Vierus. They say the
around $1 million a year. And he
saving money.
But the state's tax loss isn't the rise could put a fey: Winona bars
thinks the legislature is raising
out of business.
Vierus says a great deal of the
business of many bars is generat-
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Continued from page 1
month to maintain.
The new dorm phone system at
Winona State gives students 40
phone lines to use. It is connected to the administrative phone
block, which exits to 26 incoming
lines and 28 outgoing lines. The
40 dorm phone lines can use all
28 outgoing lines at one time,
and because of that, Rosczyk
said, she had to bypass some of
those lines into the phone-a-thon
phones.
Rosczyk said she pulled two of
the five intermachine cards giving
students access to the 40 lines.
Each card handles eight lines
and by doing so, she reduced the
available dorm phone lines from
40 to 24. About 750 dorm phones
are channelled through those 40
lines.
"I decided to limit the access
to the dorm phones for two hours
for the phone-a-thon. (Scott) Peak
and I discussed it and felt that it

ed by college students, and if
that business were cut, it could
prove fatal to some of the city's
drinking establishments.
Ramstad said the push to raise
the age came not only from
groups like Mothers Against
Drunk Driving, but also from alcoholism treatment centers. The
centers say a low drinking age
leads to increased availability of
alcohol for people, such as high
schoolers, who are younger than
19.
The argument is that a 15-yearold is more likely to be friends
with a 19-year-old than with a 20year-old.
Vierus says he thinks groups
like MADD started out with the
right idea -getting drunks off the
road. But he says the group
tends to bend the figures on to alcohol-related problems in favor of
their own positions.
Beck feels alcohol education
should be one of MADD's top
priorities, and Vierus said alcohol
education and awareness should
also be c part of a bartender's
job. Barkeeps should not sell
drinks to drunks and can help arrange rides for those who have
had too much to drink.
Ramstad said high schoolers
should graduate only after passing a course in alcohol and its
abuse. He also favored more information on drunkeness for college students.

would be okay," she said.
Rosczyk said she had a responsiblitiy to the administration
to set up phone lines for their
needs. She said she didn't think
that pulling two cards and consequently lowering the number of
dorm lines to what it was this fall
(24) would matter so much.
"We thoroughly regretted the
inconvenience (it caused)," said
Richard Struck, vice president of
University Relations. "We stand
corrected and we are all in agreement that it was wrong."
He said to prevent it from happening again, the 12 lines will be
rented to groups wishing to use
them for phone-a-thons.
Currently, University Relations,
the Warrior Club and admissions
hold phone-a-thons each year.
He said that each would be expected to pay about $1,000 to
rent the lines.
University Relation's phone-a
thon asks volunteer students to
make calls soliciting donations
and gifts for the university. Those
See Lines, page 6

WAREHOUSE LIQUORS
Prices

Known City Wide For Low

MICHELOB 12-PAK BOTTLES
REGULAR - While Supplies Last
MILLER LIGHT 12-PAK
CANS
COORS & COORS LIGHT
12-PAK CANS
Super Good Buy
EXPORTS 2 CASES
Be sure to check out our new wine selection,
over 50 new items.

-
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Dale Kurschner
Chief Editor

Patrick Mcllheran
News Editor

Mark Hoffman
Photo Editor

Lisa Larson
Feature Editor

Paul Marszalek
Columnist

Discriminated holiday
Monday was a holiday for some. It was the Rev. Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s birthday, and celebrating it meant celebrating equal
rights.
At Winona State, the administrators and staff took the day off to
celebrate it, yet our faculty, when given the choice by state teachers' union officials, decided students wanted to celebrate it by going
to classes.
Whether or not one wanted to celebrate it through work, or
through taking the day off, it is odd that one group at Winona State
relaxed and watched the other work. It is odd at Winona State that
the faculty decided what the students wanted to do — take a day off
for a holiday, or work like usual right through it.
Either way the celebration of equal rights at this university was
not equally celebrated. Nor were the students given a chance to
choose how they wanted to celebrate it.
We worked, the administration took the day off, and the janitors
were absent more than usual.
Happy birthday, Martin Luther King.

Reckless disregard
The phones are still a problem. The excuse was a phon-a-thon,
this time. The consequence was some messages that needed to get
through were not able to.
We've complained about the phones before. Others, such as Student Senate and the student affairs office, did the same. A few lines
were added and the problem, it seemed, was solved.
Last week, the dorms lost 16 of their 40 phone lines between 6
p.m. and 9 p.m. Monday and Tuesday. That meant 24 lines for
1,400 students to use, rather than the usual 40. Some complained
call-waiting took more than 20 minutes. Others gave up and didn't
wait to find out how long it took to get out of the dorms on their
phones.
The question we asked was why, after the problems earlier this
fall, was dorm phone service cut 40 percent for a phon-a-thon?
The answer we found seemed to not be with the person responsible for operating the phone system, but rather with the deficient
number of lines that person had to work with. Twenty-six lines corning in and 28 going out at any one time is ridiculous, when one considers more than 1,400 students make calls in the dorms alone.
And, when more than 700 individual lines used to be available, we
wonder how it is figured 54 can take their place.
Last week's move was necessary to please administrative requests, but was reckless and potentially harmful to students living
in the dorms. Whether the fault lies with the request to have dorm
phone service fed to administrative phones, or with the person who
followed the request, is insignificant. What matters is that students
were simply forgotten about, with a reckless disregard for their personal safety, or their phone service needs.
Saving money was the excuse the first time. Trying to solicit
money was the excuse the second time. But the problems seem to
keep popping up, and students keep getting stuck with phones without lines available to them.

On abortion
Today is the thirteenth anniversary of the 1973 Supreme Court decision that struck down state laws banning abortions. And just saying that is controversial.
We'll argue here neither for nor against abortion. But we will say
this: As a means of dealing with the endemic problem of teenage
pregnancy, it is one of the least satisfactory — or humane — available. The real cure lies a lot earlier.
A story elsewhere in this newspaper looks at one of those cures:
programs to help teenaged mothers carry their children to birth in a
way that causes neither financial or educational ruin. We think such
programs, especially when run by voluntary caring organizations,
perform a vital service. And more are sorely needed.
What else can help? Perhaps some more education — there are
still whole masses of high schoolers out there whose knowledge of
human reproduction has been gained from locker rooms and pornographic magazines. That's a recipe for disaster.
But in blunt terms, all the education in the world will do no good if
passions throw out responsibility. As Victorian as it may sound, individual responsibility, on the part of both males and females, is the
best guardian against unwanted children. Most high schoolers, let
alone college students, know basic biology. What they need to be
taught — by schools, churches, pop culture, and most importantly,
parents — is that they must take responsibility for their actions.
That responsibility just may put an end to the epidemic of teenage pregnancy. And it may make obsolete a solution nobody likes.

Letters
Exchange profit
wrong
To the Editor:

•

The issue of the Student Senate
Book Exchange (SSBE) should
not be how they do their accounting but their basic functioning
policies. I thought that the book
exchange was created to provide
a forum for the equitable transfer
of texts from one student to another through a regulating body
that wouldn't have to make a
profit on that exchange (like the
bookstore, which buys books
back at half (or less) of the original price, and resells them as
used at three-quarters.) The
SSBE is, in an esoteric sense, a
service provided by students, for
students. They should charge a
reasonable fee to cover their
costs, but not make an unreasonable profit. I realize that projections of volume can be difficult
in determing that fee, but someone is way off when over $600 is
produced. That money should be
returned to the students.
Allen P. Cramer

Editorial Rambo-like
To the Editor:

In response to the Winona editorial "Don't Slap, Kick!," I find it
hard to believe that the editor of
the Winonan could write such an
incredibly stupid editorial. He has

Winonan
Chief Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Arts Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Asst. Feature Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
Asst. Photo Editor
Copy Editor
Columnists

Dale Kurschner
Patrick Mcllheran
Lisa Larson
Sue LeTourneau
Tom Tusa
Mark Hoffman
Amy Donohue
Wayne Bower
Brian Poulter
Rae Lynn Zuehlke
Paul Marszalek

obviously watched one too many
Rambo movies.
The problem in the Middle East
is not terrorism from Libya. Even
if we nuked Muammar Khadafy
and Libya off the face of the
Earth we would not slow down
Middle East terrorism. The problem is the Arab-Israeli dispute
over a Palestinian homeland.
When, and only when, this dispute has settled will Middle East
terrorism stop.
Ghandi once said "an eye for
an eye will only make the world
blind." Reducing the U.S. to the
level of terrorists by retaliating
will not only destroy everything
the U.S. supposedly stands for
but provoke more terrorist attacks. Israel has retaliated for
years but they are still the first
target of terrorist attacks.
Until Ronald Reagan begins to
support the Middle East peace
process (like the Camp David accord that brough lasting peace
between Egypt and Israel) instead of whipping up a Rambo
hate mentality with threats of war
(from which the Winonan editor
obviously suffers), U.S. citizens
will continue to be the target of
terrorist attacks.
Sincerely,
Russ Anderson
WSU Alumni

Fans not the problem
To the Editor:

In regard to the column, "Shower
Talk,": Wayne Bower referred to
the fans as being the main problem with our athletic programs.
All in all, his justification was correct, but his reasoning was false.
He noted he played football here
at WSU for two years. During that
time you would think he'd realize
that WSU always has been and
always will be a "suitcase" college.
I feel that it is not up to the individual to support our athletic
teams, but that our student organizations should pass the
word. Publication of events in the
Winonan will not increase attendance at these games.
Being a senior and looking
back at my years at WSU, I feel
disappointed that the student
body did not take an active part
in the activities of this school.
The students here now should
make a pledge to themselves and
this institution to get involved in
the events of this school. Getting
people out of the habit of going
home on weekends won't be
easy. In this respect, peer pressure may be our only resort. It's a
shame that it took Mr. Bower's
column to change my' mind. It's
too bad it came four years too
late.
Laura G. Adams

The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed and composed by and for the students of Winona
State University without production supervision or financial support from the Mass Communications Department.
The Winonan self generates 70 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30 percent is provided by student activity fees.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent to it for
publication.
Deadline for all copy is noon Friday.
Subscriptions are available from the business manager at a rate of $10 annually or $4 quarterly. Address all correspondence to: Winonan Editor, 113 Phelps Hall, Winona State University, Winona, MN
55987. Phone (507) 457-5119.
The Winonan is a member of, and rated by the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating of All
American. The Winonan is also recognized yearly as an award winning student newspaper by the Minnesota Newspaper Association.
The Winonan is not published during June, July, August, exam periods or breaks.
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Opinion
Guest Commentary
By Patrick Mcllheran

Verbal sanctions, anyone?
A lot of people get turned off by hit radio stations, since they
don't wish to hear the same 20 songs over and over and over, ad

nauseum.

I get turned off by hit language. You probably do, too. You know
what I'm talking about: those words or expressions that get overplayed in mankind's everyday mutterings.
Every year, a club at a college in Michigan makes out a list of
words they'd like to see banned from English. Golly, what a neat
idea! I've got a few suggestions for them:
— Do, as in "Let's do lunch." — Actually, that bunch of grammatical Quixotes over in Michigan mentioned this as a candidate for
exile. Now all that's left for us is to let Winona know about it. If there
ever was a trendy phrase for the campus beautiful people, this is it.
Out the door, kids.
— Like — Now, this is a nice word. You can use it to say one
thing is similar to another. But the dark side of the force compels
folks to use it to describe things when their minds are out of gas.
And, like, that's just so, like, icky!
— Gay — This used to be a nice word. Trouble is, when you read
older literature, and you're told that everybody at the village picnic
was happy and gay, you start to wonder how the baby boom generation was ever born.
— Bogus — Another good one for the airheaded. A record album
isn't artistic rubbish, it's bogus. An editorial on political science professors isn't walking into libel country, it's bogus. This sorely overused word isn't vacuous, it's bogus.
— (Well, gee, Dale — my mom says I shouldn't even use this
word) — But I figure you can all guess what it is. It's
spelled the

same as "firetruck," except for having a few less letters. And on the
average, I hear it about 20 times a day in the dorms. Add an ing,
and it describes anything. And apparently, scads of mental pre-pubescents can think of nothing more creative to say upon realizing
they haven't written a paper that's due tomorrow. So think of some
other curse, eh?
— Social — Well, I wouldn't completely ban this one. But a lot of
speakers use it in phrases the way undertakers use make-up on a
corpse. Call it social responsibility, and you can blame anything on
anyone. Call it Social Security, and the world's biggest pyramid
scheme becomes respectable. Call it social work ... oh, heck. We've
gotten enough letters this quarter already.
— Pop — It's soda. Got it?
— And while we're at it, how about cheddar-head? Disgusting
name for about 10 percent of WSU's customers.
— The 'Cities — What cities? Homer and Goodview? Chicago
and Milwaukee? A little bit Minnesota-centric, if you ask me.
— Townie — Most of us are the Huns who are invading this city.
There are about 7,000 students and 26,000 natives. Let's be nice to
each other, shall we?
— Uh... — There's a lot to be said for silence.
Golly gee, boss, I could go on. But there isn't quite the space.
Why don't we just settle it by saying that an occasional purge of the
vocabulary would probably do a lot for the art of conversation at
WSU. And that would be, like, really non-bogus.

Letters
Cafe patrons
obnoxious

If he doesn't like it here he can
just get the heck out, too.
Sincerely,
Michael L. Fled

To the Editor:

I have been debating over whether or not to write this for quite
some time now. However, I feel
the situation is getting worse
every day, so I now feel obligated
to write this. In my opinion, there
are a lot of bratty little kids in the
cafe who are becoming increasingly bothersome to at least me.
These people who I refer to are
the ones who are always yelling
and just basically acting like five
year olds.
I sure wish that these people
would grow up and act their
ages. it is getting to the point
where people like myself cannot
even enjoy their meals without
being rudely disturbed.
And as for that person from Illinois who said all Minnesotans
were a bunch of fat farmers, I
think that Minnesota has more
class in just one of its counties
than Illinois has in its whole state.

P.S.: I hope the Bears lose, too!

Mcllheran brainless,
Kurschner a loser
To the Editor:

In regard to the editorial on Accuracy in Academia (AIA) printed
Wednesday, January 8th, 1986,
there are two ways to respond to
such an article. One is a factual,
intellectual response pointing out
the fallicies of the editorial. The
other is an emotional response
on the same level the editorial
was written. Due to the authors'
own ignorance of the situation,
we have chosen the latter.
Dear Pat Mcllheran,
You idiot!! You have no brains.
To actually believe that AIA is
honestly concerned with truth in
education is to show your own ignorance and conservative arrogance. True, in the natural sci-

ences, it is easy to separate facts
from biases since these are
"exact" science. But in the social
sciences and humanities, the emphasis is on thinking, which is obviously something you know little
about. In any attempt to separate
a professor's personal beliefs
from his lectures denies the students the right to make their own
decisions.
If you had done any research
into the goals of AIA, you would
know that what they seek to do is
to exchange their own "truths"
for those of the "liberal" professors they seek to oust. Your editorial only shows your own ignorance and stupidity. If we may
make another personal statement
of "belief" — you should be
banned from any institute of higher education. Dale Kurschner, the
loser who wrote the editorial
above yours about Libya, should
be sentenced with you.
Robert Basch, Dean Lanz, Pete Bother, Leslie Fohgin, Laura Adams, Vicki
Wicka, Mary Gawronski, Gary Lee,

Cabin fever's here!

Hold on to your sanity, Spring's almost here

Whew! Winter quarter is finally half
over. If we can just maintain a sane state
of mind through the next four weeks and
then through finals, we will actually be
able to say that we survived winter quarter
at Winona State.
By now many of us are probably frantically climbing the walls with "cabin
fever." You may be thinking that life as a
student is quickly turning into life as prisoner. And for those of you living in the
dorms, your room may be closing in on
you in the form of a cubicle or tiny cell.
However suffocating and panicky this
tends to make you feel, the situation
seems to be almost inescapable.
Where you and your roommate were
once friends at the beginning of the year,
you now may be close to enemies. At this
point, every means of self-control and
sanity have been probed and tested to the
point where you are pacing the room, grit-

On the Lighter Side
By Mary Krocheski
ting your teeth to keep from screaming
and beating your breast. But try not to
blame your roommate for changing your
calm, sensitive, docile behavior into the
likes of the Tasmanian devil; it happens to
the best of us this time of year. If you can
somehow manage to bite your tounge and
keep your fists clenched (without using
them) until spring break, you'll be okay.
We all have our limits and can only be
pushed so far. Consequently, you guys
may be asking yourselves, "I wonder
when my roommate will quit wearing my
underwear and do his own wash?" Just
as you girls may be forever questioning

yourselves, "When on earth will my roommate make her bed and buy her own
toothbrush?"
Together you may be hysterically ripping your hair out, crying, "I wish my
roommate would do me a favor and leave
town for about the next 15 weeks."
During his time the dorms are also loaded with gossip from hall to hall. Guilty of
this crime as we all are, we still claim ourselves to be innocent and try to wash our
hands of this terrible sin. However, in
small conversations we can still be heard
saying, "Of course I shouldn't tell you
this...," or, "Now don't get me wrong, I'm

not trying to spread any rumors, but did
you hear that...?"
Due to the nature of gossip I think we
could say that "gossip" could be an
abbreviation for Getting Out Second-hand
Stories In Public. But let's admit it, winter
quarter would be twice as long without intriguing bits of stories and reports coming
our way every now and then. So we nod,
force a smile, and throw in our own two
cents.
Try not to despair for long, my friends.
Always have faith that conditions will
change. Though you are an absolute
wreck, have made a million enemies, and
have beat yourself and literally ripped
your hair out — hold on. Just as you know
the sun will rise, so also believe that this
winter quarter, too, shall pass.
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State-wide no, at WSU yes

Faculty evaluations to be implemented soon
By AMY DONOHUE

r.

Asst. Feature Editor

A statewide mandatory uniform
faculty evaluation called for at the
Minnesota State University Student Association's December
meeting will not be attempted
after all, the association's chair
decided recently.
The MSUSA believed that a
statewide mandatory uniform faculty evaluation policy would increase the quality and effectiveness of educators, which would
in turn improve the quality of education for the students of the
State University System.
But MSUSA Chairman Jim

History-Continued from page 1
ers.
Henry said right now, the department needs to make sure it
meets students' needs, even if it
only serves a few students. Both
he and Coughlin are stFiIing the
process of looking for someone
to hire. Coughlin said advertisements with job descriptions will

Lines
Continued from page 1
students who volunteer are given
all the pizza they can eat at Papa
John's located across from campus. They are then furnished with

Schmidt told the association's
Presidents council last weekend,
"I don't feel we're going to get
anywhere at this point pushing
for a specific across-the-system
mandated evaluation. I think it's
important we take that posture,
but to be realistic."
Schmidt said MSUSA has been
investigating different forms of
evaluations that will be suitable
for faculty, students, and administrators. "Our greatest wish is to
work with faculty to make the
evaluations acceptable to faculty
and students," said Schmidt.
"It's going to be hard, but it's important the faculty realize that

we're doing it for the betterment
of education, not to go into them
and start criticizing.
"It's a highly touchy issue. We
knew from the onset that implementing any sort of faculty
evaluation was going to be as
tough a fight as any tuition fight
we've ever had," said Schmidt.
Evaluations deal more with emotional and professional issues,
rather than finances.
Winona State's Student Senate
plans on producing its own faculty evaluation form regardless of
the support of the faculty. "We
are a student group and we can
do what we want," said Teresa

be published in hopes of finding
someone the department needs.
Coughlin said a review of the
department is needed and will
take place next fall. He said this
review will look over programs of
the department and will give it a
sense-of where it needs help.
Henry said students can finish
the history requirements in a
four-year period, if they are careful about scheduling.
Professors do have a large

work load because of the faculty
shortage, Henry said. Students
needing help with independent
study and students in the master's program demand a lot of additional time from professors.
He also said because students
need to fill their general education requirements by taking lower
division classes, professors are
having larger classes to instruct,
which means more students with
problems over the material.

free soda throughout the course
of the evening.
University
Relation's
Linda
Wood, director of the phone-athon, said Papa John's gives the
university a reduced rate, 7-Up
Bottling furnishes the soda for
free, Hardees gives coupons, and
Face the Music donates certificates and albums.

All in all, the pizza cost university relations about $267 during
last year's two week phone-athon. This year's is set for three
weeks, and will now include an
increased cost of renting the new
phone lines.

Coen, chairwoman of the Student
Senate academic affairs committee. "Faculty evaluations are not
mandated, so it is up to the students."
Wayne Dunbar, president of
the teachers' union at Winona
State, said his group is willing to
talk to students. "We can't tell a
group of people what to do or not
to do," said Dunbar. "But we
would want to put our input in,
and raise questions about it."
The questions on the evaluation form will be about the professors and how they take care of
their courses, Coen said. The
committee has created questions
for the evaluation with the help of
the psychology club, which will
help tabulate the results.
"College level students will be
fair," said Coen. "I don't feel that

Trashed
Continued from page 1
"just to stand inside." He met the
same police officer who threw
him out and was consequently arrested.
A judge dropped the charges
against Herbts, who returned to
Winona the next day, Kosidowski

students will use it as a weapon,
because they have this opportunity." She said that if the faculty
can accept it as a constructive
criticism or measurement of their
performances, it will be valuable.
The academic affairs committee will be taking their faculty
evaluation to members of the IFO
in the near future. The committee
wants to talk with them before
coming out with a final evaluation
form and their procedure for distributing it.
"Our goal is to have a procedure ready by the first week of
February," said Coen, "but we
don't want to rush it."
Senate is trying to implement
the evaluations at pre-registration.

said.
"We've hauled them (SCAC)
before," said Philipps. "Those in
charge were really good about it.
Some even wanted to have (the
disorderly students) dropped off."
The next SCAC bus trip would
probably include chaperones,
said the group's vice president,
Patti Langr.

A note to

The Force
The Weekend Club
The Rather Be Next To The Fire Table
The Eight Balls
Agape
Collage

Have a great 4th day

We'll bet you can't write as well
as we can
But we're more than willing to giye you a try. How 'bout it?
Talk to us. Winonan. 113 Phelps Hall. 457-5119.

A defense
against cancer
can be cooked up
in your kitchen.

f.; I) 11 I N G 13 11 IE A I*:

There is evidence that diet and
cancer are related. Follow these
modifications in your daily diet to
reduce chances of getting cancer.
1. Eat more high-fiber foods such
as fruits and vegetables and wholegrain cereals.
2. Include dark green and deep
yellow fruits and vegetables rich in
vitamins A and C.

Be the hero this Wednesday!

3. Include cabbage, broccoli,
brussels sprouts, kohlrabi and
cauliflower.
4. Be moderate in consumption
of salt-cured, smoked and nitritecured foods.

5. Cut down on total fat intake
from animal sources and fats and
oils.
6. Avoid obesity.

Bake in the sunshine and Sitile in the moonlight at America's
hottest beach. There will be concerts, games, parties, exhibitions,
sporting competitions, loads of freebies, golf, tennis, Jai Alai,
greyhound racing and great nightlife. And we've got the best beaches

in Florida,
So pack your car, hop on a tour bus or catch a flight on Eastern,
Delta or Piedmont Airlines. And
diV travel agents offer free reservation
service. So come to Spring Break
in Daytona Beach, just for
the fun of it!

7. Be moderate in consumption
of alcoholic beverages.
No one faces cancer alone.
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City

Fresh, hot, great-tasting
pizza from Domino's
Pizza. Made to order and
delivered in 30 minutes,
guaranteed, or you get
your order free.

44

OFFICIAL POSTER OFFER: For a 17" x 21" Daytona Beach poster,
send $1.00 with your name and address to: Daytona Beach Poster
Offer, 500 Third Ave. West, Seattle, WA 98119.

1

Address

Name

117 AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY'

Call DOMINO'S PIZZA"
for Wednesday's
special—a 12-inch,
pepperoni, double
cheese and extra
thick crust $5.00. Your
friends will love it.

State

Zip

I I

And on Wednesday, get a
12-inch, pepperoni, double
cheese and extra thick
crust pizza for only $5.00.
And Domino's Pizza
Delivers". In 30 minutes or
less or your order is free.

Just ask for Wednesday's
special. Available all day
every Wednesday...only
from Domino's Pizza.

454-6700
909 W. 5th St.
Winona

Our drivers carry less than $20.00. No
coupon necessary. Just request the
Wednesday special. Limited delivery
area. c 1985 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

1:1
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS®
FREE.
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Kids having kids having troubles

Pregnancy, school a troubled combination
The parents offered the couple
money to have the abortion. The
combination of her shaky financial situation and the pressure
from the parents forced her to get
the abortion.
Some people express concern
that the increasing availability of
sex education and birth control
lowers moral standards and encourages sexual activity among
young people. Yet according to
Guttmacher statistics, it is the exceptional young man or woman
who gets through their teen years
without engaging in sexual intercourse. They also state that there
is no evidence that simply increasing teenagers' fear of pregnancy by barring them from contraceptives and abortion would do
much to decrease their sexual
activity.
The Guttmacher Institute believes that most sex education
programs are too narrow in addressing only the most elementary facts about reproduction. Other
experts have found that when a
good sex education program is
coupled with efforts to help teenagers obtain contraceptives, the
pregnancy rate drops sharply.

By AMY DONOHUE
Asst. Feature Editor

Each year more than a million
American teenagers will become
pregnant, four out of five of them
unmarried. Unplanned
pregnancies are becoming a
major concern in the United
States today. If present trends
continue, 40 percent of today's
14-year-olds will become pregnant by age 20.
Although unplanned pregnancies are not as great of a problem
in college as in high school,
many college students will have
to face the trauma of an unplanned pregnancy. A former Winona
State student, who became pregnant in her third year of college,
said it was very difficult to stay in
school while pregnant.
"At first I was going to drop out
of school while I was pregnant,"
she said, "but I wanted to finish
up my education." It was hard for
her to have people staring at her
all the time, she said, but after
time she learned to ignore them.
She had been dating the father
of the baby for two years. They
were planning on eventually getting married anyway, so there
was no question for them but to
keep the baby and get married.
The father of the baby was financially secure, and that made their
choice a lot easier, she said.
The majority of young unwed
mothers are not so fortunate.
Families headed by young mothers are seven times as likely as
others to be poor. Two-thirds of
the families headed by young
mothers aged 14-25 are living
below the officially designated
poverty level.
Studies done by the Alan Guttmacher Institute show that unwanted pregnancies are not the
special problem of any one economic, ethnic or social group, but
affect all young people.
For a lot of young women, the
only way out they can see is an
abortion. Last year in Minnesota

According to the studies there
is a need for better sex education. A Guttmacher study shows
that the major reasons for nonuse
of contraceptives are ignorance
and unexpected intercourse. The
study of young mothers shows
that 40 percent of them thought
that they could not become pregnant mainly because they
thought that it was the wrong
time of the month. Of those who
realized they could get pregnant,
the major reason for not using a
method was that they had not expected to have intercouse.
Part of the problem is that
young people are not using the
contraceptives that are available
to them. Semcac, a family planning clinic in Winona, said that
the bulk of their clients are between the ages of 20 and 25.
"Adolescents are less likely to
use birth control because they
don't know where to go," said
Karen Siemers from the clinic,
"or else, they are embarrassed or
afraid to come in and seek help."

Club Calendar
Today
4 p.m. Student Senate meeting, Purple room
5 p.m. ASO meeting, Purple room
6 p.m. Art Club Drawing Sessions, 203 Watkins
6:30 p.m. WSU-DFL meeting, Purple room; LCC Bible Study

7 p.m. Chess Club, Smog
9 p.m. Newman Center Bible Study
9:19 p.m. LCC Informal Worship
Thursday
6 p.m. Lutheran Collegians Bible Study, St. Matthews
7 p.m. BSU Large Group Meeting
Monday
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Malaysian Day exhibition and bake sale, lower
Kryzsko Hyphen
4:45 p.m. Students Talking About Faith and Fellowship, Newman
Center
6:30 p.m. FCA Meeting
Tuesday
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Malaysian Day exhibition and bake sale, lower
Kryzsko Hyphen
9 p.m. LCC Peer-Led discusion

Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman
Many college age women will face the dilemma of being single and pregnant this year. This will force them to make some
difficult decisions that will affect them for the rest of their lives.

there were 3,883 abortions given
to young women ages 15-19.
There were 5,487 abortions given
to young women ages 20-24.
A Winona State student who
chose to remain annonymous
said that she had an abortion this
past year. She found out that she
was two months pregnant and
had to make a decision fast.

She had only been dating the
father of the baby for two months,
so she was not sure if she was
ready to get married. At one
point, she decided she would
keep the baby, but both sets of
parents discouraged her. She
was very financially insecure and
she also wanted to finish college.

Campus Shorts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• Specialty Acts
• Singers
•
•
•
•
Singers/Dancers
•
Technicians
•
•
•
• Musicians
•
•
• OVER 40 EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES •
•
FOR LIVE SHOWS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Saturday, Feb. 15 & Sunday, Feb. 16
••
•

TALENT SEdRCH
WANTED

AUDITIONS

•
•

••

•

•
•
•

Carlton Celebrity Theater
•
8350 24th Ave. So. (South of Hwy 494 & Met Center) •
Bloomington, Minnesota
•
•
Registration 8:00 AM - 12:00 Noon
•
Auditions 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM
•
for further information contact
•
••
,.•
•
Is

-411■

;

Valleyfair—Live Shows
One Valleyfair Drive
Shakopee, MN 55379

o*

It

j

612
445-7600

Schubert birthday observed
The WSU music department will
sponsor the sixth annual Franz Schubert Birthday Memorial Concert at 8
p.m. on Jan. 31 in the Performing
Arts Center recital hall.

at noon Thursday in lounge 7 near
the Smog.
Ski Club sign-up planned
Students may sign up for the WSU

Death lecture planned
"Dealing with Death" is the title of a
lecture to be held at 7 p.m. Jan. 28 in
the Purple Room in Kryzsko Cornmons. The lecture is free to the public
and is sponsored by the United Campus Ministry.

Hootz

Time. management_on agenda.
The Union of Non-Traditional Students will, at its next meeting, hear a
lecture on time management from
Karen Owen of the Winona State
learning center. The lecture is to start
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n
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WSU prof honored
Judith A. Knopper has been named
recipient of the American Journal of
Nursing and the Minensota Nurses
Association 1985 Award for Excellence in Writing. Kopper is a professor in the nursing department at
WSU.
Architect to speak
Paolo Soleri, architect, futurist, and
author, will be the second speaker in
the 1985-86 WSU Honors Symposium. He will hold an afternoon seminar and a public lecture at 8 p.m. in
the recital hall of the Performing Arts
Center on Jan. 28. He has designed a
domed city near Scottsdale, Ariz.,
and will speak on what he sees as the
city of the future.

Ski Club trip to Mt. Frontenac from 1
to 4 p.m. today in the lower Kryzsko
Hyphen. Sign-up will also be taken for
the club's Feb. 1 trip. Cost is $12,
$16.50 with rental.
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r Coaching gymnastics

,

Athletes have to start somewhere and so do coaches. That is
why three Winona State students
spend their time coaching YWCA
gymnasts.
Julie Stutzman, a sophomore
from Prairie duChien, Wisconsin,
Tammy Whitaker, a junior from
Albany, Minnesota, and Gail
Simon, a senior from Prior Lake,
Minnesota, coach girls between
the ages of 7-12.
Stutzman has been in gymnastics since seventh grade.
Since ninth grade, she coached
gymnastics at a park and recreation department.
Stutzman begins her gymnasts
with routine warm-ups. She
teaches them back and front walkovers, balance-beam
cartwheels, hand springs and
bars skills.
She enjoys helping the children. "I thing the best time I have
coaching is when the kids improve."
Tammy Whitaker, a health and
physical education major, is another YWCA coach. She decided
to teach because of her previous
experience in high school gymnastics. "I enjoy teaching and
working with the children," she
said.
Whitaker coaches once a
week. She coached gymnasts
during the summer for a Wisconsin park and recreation department.
The best part of the job, she
said, is to watch someone learn.
She enjoys spotting them and
teaching them more about the
sport.
She said coaching helps improve her teaching skills. "It
helps me to plan and discipline."

Aside from coaching, Whitaker
works with Winona State's gymnastics team videotaping and
doing public relations work. Whitaker may find time to coach
again next year while she works
on her coaching license at one of
the Winona high schools.
Gail Simon, a senior Winona
State health and physical education major, coaches her class
twice a week. "I like to work with
kids and help them to better
themselves," she said.

She participated in high school
gymnastics in grades 7-12 and
also coached the Lewiston High
School varsity gymnastics team.
Simon said the coaching will give
her a good experience for a future teaching career.
She enjoys the job because of
the attentiveness of the students,
the atmosphere, and the people
she works with but it is also challenging.She said she wants to
make sure she's teaching the
right skill to the students. "What
they learn will stay with them."

A girl cries after falling on her face while working on vault while another
plays with a spring from the springboard.

Julie Stutzman helps an aspiring gymnast do a

A tray of chalk.

Photos by Mark Hoffman
Text by Sheri Jacobson

•
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Tammy Whitaker supervises the students while Julie Stutzman has them do the splits during their warm-up routine.
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ndstand.

Gail Simon helps a girl keep her balance on the beam which is higher than she is tall.
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Feature
Coffeehouse provides free entertainment
By LISA LARSON
Feature Editor

Bob Johnson, Carol Haselman, and Sandy
Mills, who form the group CBS, perform at the
A.S.O. Coffeehouse held Saturday evening in

Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman
the smog. The next coffeehouse will be Feb.
1.

One Winona State organization
gives those with amateur talent
the opportunity to shine on stage.
The group is the Alliance of Student Organizations and the place
is at a Coffeehouse.
A Coffeehouse is defined as a
place where free entertainment
and refreshments are provided
on campus.
A.S.O. President Craig Stoxen
said Coffeehouses were begun
last year to try to get more people
to stay around on weekends and
also to put A.S.O. in the public
eye. He sees them as an alternative to going home or downtown
on weekends.
What is A.S.O.?
A.S.O., according to Stoxen, is
the umbrella organization between the administration and
campus clubs. One of its projects
this year, he said, was to start
the club calendar in the Winonan
Coffeehouses are held in the
Smog about once a month. "The
atmosphere is so relaxed. We invite people to bring homework.
The entertainers are all amateurs," said Stoxen.
Between 30-60 people usually
attend Coffeehouses, said Stoxen. Coffee, Kool-Aid , and popcorn are provided for refreshments.
"Amateurs may perform any
amount of time — 10, 15, or 20
minutes," he said. Acts have varied to include comedians, dancing, singing, guitar playing, and
piano playing. Performers do not
receive any stipend, but Stoxen
said it would still look good on a
resume.
One group that regularly performs at Coffeehouses, including
the most recent one on Jan. 18,

"We decided to get
gutsy and do it in public. It's easy because
it's only once a
month."
—

Mills

is CBS — a singing group that
consists of Carol Haselmann,
Bob Johnson, and Sandy Mills.
According to Johnson, the
group started practicing together
last spring. He said performing at
a Coffeehouse takes about one
or two hours of practice beforehand.
"We enjoy Bob's guitar playing
and we feel more people should
appreciate it," said Mills. She
has been singing with Haselmann
for five years privately.
"We decided to get gutsy and
do it in public. It's easy to fit in
because it's only once a month,"
said Mills.
Why should people go to Coffeehouses?
"I truly like amateur talent. I
like the comradery people show.
It's a good place to relax and see
peers. It (the Coffeehouse) builds
campus unity," said Mike Ericson, Winona State student senate
president.
Four Coffeehouses have been
scheduled for winter quarter. The
next one, which will be held Feb.
1, will consist only of comedians.
"A $20 prize will be given to the
funniest person," said Stoxen. It
will be audience-judged.
The next regular Coffeehouse
will be Feb. 15. If anyone would
like to perform at either Coffeehouse, contact Stoxen at 118
Kryzsko Commons.

Norwegian adjusts easily to Winona State
By SHERI JACOBSON
Staff Reporter

Each year a number of foreign
students attend Winona State.
One such student is Christine
Thune from Oslo, Norway.
Thune came in fall this year, in
hopes of understanding America,
the land that has fascinated her
since her early teens.
Thune graduated from Oslo
College of Sports with a threeyear bachelor's degree in physical education. She then attended
Oslo Teachers College part-time
for one year, at which point she
took the opportunity to travel to
America.

She had no major problems in coming to
Winona State. "I proved to myself I was able
to adjust better than I
thought."
— Thune
In America, she said, "People
are very friendly and interested in
you as a person." She said she
had no major problems in firstcoming to Winona State. "I proved to myself I was able to adjust
better than I thought," she said.

Thune spends her free time
working in the play Godspell. She
is also involved in choir, chamber
choir, Fellowship of Christian Athletes, and aerobics.
For classes, she is taking ballroom and jazz dance, piano and
voice lessons, and freshman
composition.
Thune began learning English
in fourth grade, and from then on
she said their students are required to take eight years of English.
"In America, you don't have to
learn foreign languages because
you can go for miles and many
still speak the same language,"
she said.
Norwegian and American cultures are not much different, according to Thune, although she
said they eat less fattening foods
in Norway. She also added that
Norway is the biggest coffeedrinking nation in the world.
Norway's population lies close
to four million. Norway has a
democratic form of government,
although it leans toward socialism. Norwegians must pay high
taxes, but in the end, they receive free school (including college), free health care, and a - good
transportation system. Much of
-Norway's wealth lies in North Sea
oil and advanced technology.
With its mountainous terrain,
Norway is popular for skiing.

Christine Thune, an exchange student from
Oslo, Norway, is interested in music and
dance. She is also a cast member in Winona
Thune said there is a widely
known joke that Norwegians are
born on skis. She is an avid skiier, as well.
Norway's weather is similar to
Minnesota's, Thune said, although Norway is not as cold in
the winter nor as humid in the
summer. ____
From
her experience
in
Winona, Thune said she has had
to learn to grow up, after having
been with her family for 22 years.

•

Winonan photo by Beth Bidne
State's production of thy. musical Godspell
later this month.

She's had to be on her own,
meet new people, and listen to as
much information as she can.
Although she hasn't been
homesick, Thune misses her family. "I am looking forward to
going back," she said.
.k._rora.N orw ay '_s call eges, zearly
1,500 students study abroad in
America. Thune said some Norwegian students go to Scotland
for economics or engineering,

while others go to Germany if
they want to study in the medical
field.
Thune doesn't know what she
will do next year, as it is difficult
to find housing and jobs in Norway. She may travel to Florida to
see-other -parts -of America
Thune is living with the Donald
Salyards family this year.
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Forensics member coaches speech
By SHERI JACOBSON
Staff Reporter

One Winona State Forensics
student spends her afternoon
coaching 20 or so Winona High
School speech students.
Michelle Horn, a senior communications major from Huron,
South Dakota, coaches because
she loves it. "It's something that
is fun for me to do," she said. "I
don't relate it as a job.
"When it comes to speech, I
just love helping other people because it was so important to me
that someone helped me when I
was young." As a shy high
school student, Horn competed
four years on the speech and debate team.
"Through someone that cared,
I vas able to develop some skills
in speech, and it really brought
me out of my shell."
What Horn likes best about
coaching is working with the students. She dislikes the amount of
paper work with the budget, the
tournaments, and the invitations.
When she runs a Winona speech
tournament, she sends invitations
to other schools, collects entry
fees from them, and schedules
speech events.
As a speech coach, Horn's responsibilities include organizing
the team, calling meetings, and
helping students decide on
events. Mark Hoffman, a Winona
State photojournalism student,
also assists the students.
Horn found out about the job
through a former Winona State
Forensics member who coached
the Winona High team. Horn
helped with coaching and judging
tournaments at her home.
The team's first tournament will
be around Feb. 15 between 10-15
schools, said Horn. She must
hire a judge for every six contestants.
Horn thinks - this job will have
future benefits for her. "I think
it's a great experience. Not only
have I learned in school, but I
can apply what I've learned."
Horn said she has a career goal
to teach and train in her field.
Students will benefit, too.
"They learn basic communication

Michelle Horn works with a member of the Winona Senior
High School speech team. Horn, an accomplished member of

skills, as well as create confidence about themselves — self
esteem," said Horn.
She said students will learn
more about events around them
by reading Time and Newsweek
to become knowledgeable for offthe-cuff speaking events.
Horn said all types of students
join the team. She said they are
very good natured, cooperative
and intelligent people.
There are no secrets to Horn's
teaching tactics. "You get out of
something what you put in it,"
she said. She doesn't like to

pressure students. She cares, but
the students must make the cornmitment to learn.
Horn coaches based on her
knowledge and experience.
She's also picked up ways from
previous coaches. "It rubs off on
you." The philosophy of one of
Horn's previous coaches was
"have fun and do well."
Horn has seen good results in
her students, even though they're
a small team. And her students
have seen good results in her.
Teresa Manley, a Winona High
speech team student said,"She

It's a way of life
Do you find yourself losing interest in school or
life in general? Do you often find yourself saying,
"There's nothing to do, again."? When someone
asks your opinion, do you find yourself not having
one?
Fear not! You're not alone! There are hundreds
of thousands of individuals just like you! And now,
we're banding together.
Yes, you can be a part of the greatest movement
of the 80's when you join the...APATHY CLUB!
That's right, the APATHY CLUB has come to
Winona State!
But you ask, "Am I qualified to join the APATHY
CLUB?" Well simply ask yourself the following
questions:
• Have I quit any campus organization within the
past year?
• Have I joined any campus organizations solely
for the purpose of building my resume?
• Does it look as though I will be on the five year
plan?
• Do I still need to buy books for this quarter?
• Do I tend to avoid early morning or Friday classes?
• Do I drive to school even though I live within
four blocks of campus?
• Have I seen less than one WSU basketball
game this year?

• Would I prefer that "Cultural" be dropped from
the Social Cultural Activities Committee?
• Is my main information source "Sports Illustrated" or "Cosmo"?
• Do I order out for pizza at least once a week?
• Do I fail to make my bed?
• Do I have a "favorite chair" in any campus TV
lounge?
• Do I make it a point to watch Miami Vice? Soap
operas? MTV? WTBS?
• Do I know where the beer specials are?
If you answered yes to any of the above questions, you're more than qualified to join APATHY
CLUB. If you answered yes to more than five, you
could be elligible for the APATHY CLUB OFFICER'S TRAINING CORPS.

If you think you've got enough drive to sit around
and watch cable, this is the offer you've been
waiting for.
Send name, address, age, and three things you
should've done a long time ago to: APATHY
CLUB, 113 Phelps Hall, Winona State University,
Winona, MN 55987.
We'll rush you an official APATHY CLUB certificate of membership (suitable for framing). Please
enclose $.50 to cover postage and printing costs.
APATHY CLUB, it's more than just an organization, it's a way of life.

Winonan photo by Dan Reiland
the Winona State forensics team, is entering her second year
as head coach of the team.

always there if you need anything. As a college student, she
assheiatps with better than a
teacher might."
Manley said she's learned a lot
about confidence from Horn.
"She's very much into confidence, in that you've got to feel
good about yourself in order to
do well."
Another member is Penny
Chelmowski, a Winona High senior. Chelmowski said, "She
makes you feel like a team."
Chelmowski said she's learned
a lot about sportsmanship from

Horn. "Even though you don't
place, she lets you know you still
did well. Through the team, she's
helped me to speak better and
feel more secure in front of an
audience."
Horn tells the team "it all starts
within yourself. If you don't
have confidence in yourself, others see it." She teaches good
sportsmanship and listening
skills. "An important part of cornmunication is listening," said
Horn.
In the future, Horn would like to
work in organizational communication consulting.

Mash 4077
night observed
at cafeteria
By LISA LARSON
Feature Editor

"Attention all medical personnel. Incoming wounded."
No, this isn't a mobile army
surgical hospital in Korea. The
scene, however, was relived Dec.
16 when ARA Food Service sponsored the first 4077th Mash night
and look-alike contest in the west
cafeteria.
The menu included Klinger's
chopped sirloin steak, Frank's
fried chicken, Radar's lima
beans, Mash potatoes, Hawkeye
gravy, B.J.'s broccoli, and Hotlips'
buns. The food was even served
in partitioned styrofoam trays.
Cafeteria employees were
decked out in white lab coats and
green army hats. Some even had
stethescopes.
According to Mary Simonowicz,
assistant food service director,

this was the first year a Mash
night and look-alike contest were
held. The look-alike contest,
which was held at 5:30 p.m., had
only five contestants in the four
categories combined.
Linda Groth and Roger Frandrup were dressed up as Hawkeye — complete with a champagne glass. Tom LaDuke appeared
as Radar — teddy bear and all.
Jeff Weber and Cindy Hunt disguised themselves as Frank and
Hotlips. No one dressed up as
Colonel Blake or Klinger. The
participants won ltza pizzas and
submarine sandwiches for their
efforts.
The contestants said they had
been Mash fans for several years
and most dressed up as their favorite character. One exception
was LaDuke, who likes Klinger
the best.
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Flower kids bring Gospe
to stage in 60s musical
By•SUSAN LeTOURNEAU
Arts Editor

One of the biggest celebrations of the
year will be. taking place on the stage of
the Performing Arts Center with the opening of the musical, "Godspell," Jan. 30,
31, and Feb. 1 and 2.
Last year while director JacquesReidelberger was on sabbatical, a musical was
not performed. But according to the director, this year's cast is making up for the
loss with their incredible energy.
The play is a contemporary one, written
in the 1960's. The play doesn't have a
basic plot that gets resolved in the end,"
said cast member Terese Pistulka. "It's
basically about a group of flower children
that turn themselves into the characters
from the Bible and act out parables."
According to Reidelberger, the characters portray loose, free-spirits. "The kids
of the 60's were very straight-forward, but
sensitive. I think the children of the 60's
were misunderstood. We didn't want to
listen to them, so we didn't."
This particular cast is portrayed as upbeai characters. "They're not really the
hip es that we think of," said publicity
crewhead Christine Huessner. "The characters have an 80 s flair to them. We even
have a Madonna type character."
Among the parables to be acted out include, "The Tower of Babel, Judas and
Christ, The Stoning of the Adultress, and
the Crucifying of Jesus." "You don't have
to be into the Christian religion to enjoy
the musical," said Huessner. "The story
is one of celebration. It's entertainment
rather than preaching."
Huessner believes that insights can be
gained from the musical by a person from
any religion, even atheist. "The meaning
of the play doesn't pound you over the
head."
The cast members stated this is one of
the hardest working casts ever. "We rehearse three hours every night, and some
of us even get together on our own to
practice dance steps and songs," said
Pistulka.
Put together in approximately four

weeks, this show is an unusual one. The
three hour rehearsal's consist of a combination of dance, song and acting. "The
cast can be thought of as an ensemble,
because everyone is on stage throughout
the performance. If someone leaves the
stage, it's just for a short time," said Pistulka.
Even the lighting of the show is unusual. "We built a ramp that goes out into
the center of the audience," said Reidelberger. "Lighting designers Tony Childress and Mike Klaers have a challenging
job ahead of them because of the complications of lighting the ramp. It's been a
learning experience for them."
In general, the cast is happy with the
selection of the show. "I believe it's an
excellent choice," said Pistulka. "The
show is an emotional one, but in a healthy
kind of way. The show is an up show that
we like to think of as a celebration."
Male cast members include, RJ Traff as
Stephen, Mark Bell as David, John Falvy
as Herb, Jim Laga as Lamar, and Roger
Ehrenreich as Jeffrey. The female cast
members include, Kristine . Rundquist as
Joanne, Terese Pistulka as Pegay, Barb
Blackdeer as Sonia, Christine Thune as
Gilmer, and Robin Kirk as Robin.
The musical director is music chair
Richmond McCluer, with assistant music
director and accompanist Mary King. Designing costumes is Cynthia Jennings,
and choreography is put together by Toni
Poll-Sorensen. Set designer is director
Jacques Reidelberger,and technical director is Jim Danneker.
Mail-order tickets must be received or
postmarked no later than Jan. 22. The orders must be accompianed with a check
and a self-addressed stamped envelope.
Mail-order forms may be found in the Performing Arts Center lobby, Winona State
bookstore, or the student senate office.
Reservations will be available at the box
office beginning Jan. 24. All reserved tickets must be picked up before Jan. 29. Box
office hours are 12 to 5. For more information, call 457-5235.

Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman
The musical Godspell will be performed in the Winona State Peforming Arts
Center Main Stage Theater January 30, 31, and February 1 and 2.

Rumors hold true;
Screening Room to close
By DAVE HOADLEY
Staff Reporter

Shark on campus
George Kummeth works on a snow sculpture Sunday afternoon in the Kryszko Commons Coutryard. The snow sculpture contest

Winonan photo by Dave Johnson
was sponsored by the Art Company and ran
Saturday and Sunday.

It appears that the building
presently housing the Screening
Room will become parking space.
In their quarterly newsletter,
the Winona Film Society, the
non-profit group that shows films
at the Screening Room, confirmed that the building has been
sold to the Winona Port Authority
and that the WPA has received
the City Council's permission to
begin eminent domain proceedings.
The action follows many
months of rumors and speculation about the closing or relocation of the Screening Room.
Don Nelson, manager of the
Screening Room, said that it
looks like the theater will remain
at the present location until at
least the end of May, when their
present booking schedule expires.
Earlier ideas about the Screening Room moving onto the campus of St. Teresa have hit a snag.
According to Film Society board
member Doug McVey, the recent
administration changes at St.
Teresa have shelved negotiations.
So one may ask, "Where will
the Screening Room move to?"
The best answer, according to

both Nelson and McVey is; "Who
knows?"
There is hope that the WPA will
give some financial help to moving the Film Society to a suitable
home, however, according to
McVey, the Port Authority's legal
responsibility is, "kind of a vague
area."
Nelson stressed the importance of some financial assistance in ensuring the future of the
Screening room. "Without that
help," Nelson said, "moving to a
new location would be difficult,
and to find a suitable home would
be almost impossible."
That brings up an even bigger
question. Will the Screening
Room close? "It's quite possible," said Nelson. "It all depends
on the new location." McVey
agreed, saying, "It could go either way after the move."
So what does this new development mean for the Film Society
right now? "We haven't been
able to push for membership for
awhile because of the uncertainty," Nelson said. "Now that we
know how long we can stay, we
can do more to boost membership. Everyone has been so
vague about everything...we're
just happy to know we'll be here
until the booking schedule runs
out."
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Sports
West leads Warriors in right direction
Both Friday and Saturday night's games are free for
all W.S.U. students with a valid student I.D. card.
By TOM TUSA
Sports Editor

Confident. Intense. Complete.
These are just some of the many words that can be used to describe the type of play that comes out of Jason West, once he laces
up his shoes and steps onto a basketball court.
West, a senior point guard from Plymouth, Mn., lead the Winona
State men's basketball team to their second three-game winning
streak of the year by averaging close to 27-points a game for the
week.
The Warriors defeated the Minnesota Intercollegiate Athletics
Conference leader St. Thomas 64-61 last Tuesday. Then they evened their Northern Intercollegiate Conference record at 2-2 with a 7863 stomping over Northern State on Friday and then knocked off the
NIC leaders Southwest State 83-78. The Warriors overall record
stands at 9-10.
West, one of three Warrior captains, scored 27, 31 and 22 points
respectively in the past week to earn him the NIC Player of the
Week and the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics District 13 Player of the Week honors for the second time this year. He
was District 13 Player of the Week from Dec. 23-30. The 31 points
against Northern State is a career high for West.
Currently, West is second in the conference in scoring behind
Mike Bednarek of Moorhead State with a 24-point average.
Last year, West led the team in scoring, but the intensity wasn't
always there. He again leads the team in scoring this year, averaging 20.3 points a game. But the team is winning some games and
he is playing very well.
"I think I care about the team a lot more this year," said West.
"Last year we didn't reach any team goals — we just didn't win.
"This year I'm more intense, especially with the way we've been
playing."
One might say West is peaking out. He has currently a 45-game
streak in which he has scored in double figures and has scored 20
or more points in 12 games this year. Plus in 14 games this year, he
has been the leading scorer for the Warriors.
"Yeah, I'd say my game is pretty complete right now," West said.
"I feel as though I have reached my peak in my senior year.
"I look at my stats, my games played and everything just seems
to be coming easier for me this year than in the past."
This weekend the Warriors will continue NIC action at home with
games against Bemidji State Friday and NIC favorite, University of
See West page 15

Smith to return
for one season
By TOM TUSA
Sports Editor

Winona State head football
coach Myron Smith has made the
decision that next fall will be his
final year as the mentor for the
Warriors.
Two weeks ago, Smith had attended the national coach's
clinic in New Orleans and there
was speculation that he was definitely coming back for his ninth
season with the Warriors.
Smith said that he never knew
for sure if he would be back until
he met on Jan. 14th with Everett
Eiken, Winona State's Dean of
Education.
"One of the main reasons I
came back was because there
has got to be some changes
around here," said Smith. "I
don't want this program to be
hanging when I leave."
Smith declined to comment on
the record as to what changes
will be made, but was optimistic
about the team's future.
"This will be the most important spring practice coming up
that we've ever had," Smith said.
"We have to establish a few
things offensively. Our defense
will be as good as it has ever
been."

Smith has a career record of
21-56 and next year isn't expected to be easy. The Warriors play
Division II Eastern Illinois, nation-.
al ranked University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire and UW-La Crosse
and St. Ambrose, who made the
playoffs this past year. Plus, they
have their tough Northern Intercollegiate Conference foes.
"We definitely have a tough
schedule," Smith said. "But if
you're a real football player, you'll
want to play it (the schedule)."
Co-captain Orlando Massolini
was happy about Smith returning."Myron is a great guy,"
Massolini said. "We've had a
great relationship since I've been
here. I just wanted him to get a
chance to end his career on a
good note. Last year was sick."
Place kicker Steve Freund expressed similar feelings. "I like
Smitty a lot," Freund said. "I'm
not one who judges coaches. We
just need to get a winning tradition back here."
Smith said that he will attack
the upcoming season like any
other. "This will not be a lame
duck year for me," he said.
When asked if that meant an
all-out, full effort, Smith said,
"Damn right."

Barry Burkhartzmeyer of Winona State tries in
vain to grab a rebound during the Warrior's
83-78 victory over Southwest State Saturday

_
Winonan photo by Dan Reiland
night in McGown Gym. The win raises Winona
State's overall record to 9-10.

Super Bowl has special
meaning for ex-Patriot
By TOM TUSA
Sports Editor

It was a typical cool New England morning in
late July. The fog was lifting and the breeze was
light.
But suddenly, that cool morning became quite
cold as the "Grim Reeper" knocked on the door of
Jay Aamodt.
"Dick Steinberg wants to see you," said the
voice from the hallway.
Right then, Aamodt knew his dream of playing
professional football for the New England Patriots
was over. Steinberg is the Patriots's director of
player personnel and he sent the "Grim Reeper"
as his messenger boy.
On Jan. 26, Super Bowl XX will have some special meaning for the former Winona State cornerback, even though he will be spending it in Winona
with his friends and not teammates.
The football season was different for Aamodt.
Being from Red Wing, Mn., he was a Vikings follower. But the focal point of his attention was put
toward the Patriots.
"In the past I knew the Patriots existed, but I
never gave them much thought until my tryout,"
said Aamodt.

He read the papers. He watched the team play
when they were on national television. He was only
in New England for a couple of weeks, but his
heart was still there.
The Patriots have made somewhat of a Cinderella season for the fans across the nation. They are
ydung, aggressive and have a new head coach
who had a winning tradition as a player — Raymond Berry.
"I have all of the respect in the world for Ray
Berry," said Aamodt. "He's a great man.
"He reminds me of E.F. Hutton. When he
speaks, you listen."
With the success that New England has had this
year, one might consider it a fluke compared to the
years past.
"I don't think it's a fluke at all," Aamodt said.
"When I was in camp and on the field, I looked
around and said 'this team could be really good.'
They were strong at every position.
"And then I looked_ at their schedule. I knew it
would be tough with Miami (Dolphins) and the
(New York) Jets. I can't say I was thinking Super
Bowl, but definitely the playoffs."
See Aamodt page 15
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Warrior-Lite Saturday

Gymnasts 3rd .wt Stout
By JOHN MUGFORD
Staff Reporter

It's been a long time since the
Winona State gymnastics team
has had a weakness — any
weakness.
But due to a couple of injuries,
Winona State's weakness on the
balance beam was evident as the
Warriors took third place out of
eight teams at the Clare Talen
Gymnastics Championships held
at the University of WisconsinStout on Friday and Saturday.
The University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse won the team championship with a score of 159.40, while
Hamline was second with 155.55
and WSU third with 155.25.
"You have to be disappointed
anytime you lose," Warrior coach
John Rauth said. "The poor
showing on the beam really bit
the dust for us."
The Warriors had defeated La
Crosse by more than four points,
129.5-125, on Dec. 12 at WSU.
That match, however, took place
before the Warriors' injuries
weakened their balance beam
depth.
The poor showing on the balance beam aside, the Warriors
had some fine individual performances at the UW-Stout tournament.
The tournament was divided
into separate portions of team
and individual competition and
WSU came away with two individual crowns. There are five individual competitions gymnasts compete for.
Kathy Horyza captured first
place honors in the vault competition with an average score of 8.6.
"She did the only twist onto
the horse in the competition,"
Rauth said of the move Horyza
did in which she jumped off the
vault, and did a ft! 1 twist before
making contact IdV(h the horse.
Rauth was also proud of Kate
Dempsey's double back during
her routine in the floor exercise.
"That was one of the highest
double backs I've seen," Rauth
exclaimed. "She was the only girl

■

who did one in the competition.
The head judge tried to persuade
the other judges to place (Dempsey) higher."
third in
Dempsey finished
the floor competiton with an average score of 9.05, and fourth in
the vault with an average of 8.4.
Laura Robillard captured the
other individual title for the Warriors. She took first in the balance
beam competiton with an average score of 9.0. She also finished
third in the all around competition.
"Laura looked strong the whole
meet," Rauth continued. "Both
days she did a super job."
Chris Pekelsma finished second in the vault competition with
an average of 8.45 and Shelley
Girtz finished sixth in the balance
beam with an average of 7.8
Even though the Warriors defeated UW-L earlier this season,
it was during that meeting with
the Indians that Warrior freshman
Lori Lang suffered, what Rauth
called, an injury that may force
an end to her competitive career.
Lang was an all-arounder with
All-American potential and was
very good on the beam, Rauth
told the Winonan before the season started.
Also, freshman Gina Vitale has
a stretched ligament in her ankle
and Rauth kept her out of the
straining balance beam competition at the UW-Stout tourney.
"I'd rather have her later in the
season than strain her now,"
Rauth said.
For the Warriors, one weakness — the balance beam —
seems to be keeping them from
attaining their full potential.
"There was nothing we could
do," Rauth said. "But we're
doing some major work on the
beam now.
"We should be ready for revenge this weekend."
This weekend the Warriors
host the Warrior-Lite Invitational
at McCown starting at 1:00 Saturday and both Hamline and La
Crosse will be there.

Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman
Winona State gymnast Kathy Horyza took
first place honors in the vault at the Clare

Government Jobs i
$16,040 - $59,230/yr.
A$

Now Hiring. Call 1-805-;
I 687-6000 Ext. R-6195
for current federal list. 1

I

NATO.

Papa
John's

We need your support.
And the truth is, you need ours.

ESEARCH PAPERS

14,278 to choose from—all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Toll Free
Hot Line

800-351-0222

in Calif. (213) 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SS, Los Angeles CA 90025
Custom research also available—all Idy l

4\r,14101/,///,

w

hite
Mo untain

Typing of term papers, reports, resumes, etc., on IBM Selectric self
correcting typewritter in my home.
Good quality paper provided and
very resonable rates. Contact Janell Jack after 5:00 p.m. at 452-

Wine

$104360 WeeklylUp Mailing
Circulars! No Quotas! Sincerely Interested Rush Self-Addressed Envelope! Success, P.
0. Box 470 CEG, Woodstock,
IL 60098

HELP WANTED:
Earn $30-$50/day, working 1-2
days per week, assisting students applying for credit
cards. Call 1-800-932-0528.

ZACH'S ON
THE
TRACKS
Mon., Wed., Sat., — Same
special service and great good
as before.

Coo/ers

W740iiirw

3235.

Spring break is
right around the
corner. Does your
swimsuit still fit?
100% natural diet
plan approved by
Doctors
nationwide. For
more information,
Call 454-5254.

Talen Gymnastics Classic at UW-Stout over
the weekend with a combined score of 8.6.

Open Daily
4:00 P.M.
Phone 452-1234

Free Order Of Garlic
Toast With Cheese
With Large or Medium Pizza.

4-8 P.M. Dining Room Only

Free Delivery
on Winona State Campus

Tuesdays Free Hotdogs with
purchase of any tap beer
Thursdays
Free Tacos with
purchase of margaritas
—

Fridays

A Special Surprise!
Specials valid 5-9 p.m. only

529 Huff, Across from Sheehan Hall, WSU.

Front & Center
.410000"

454-6939
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Aamodt

to win.
"It's hard to pinpoint the key to
their success," said Aamodt.
"Grogan's a good quarterback
and he's been with New England
for a long time. He's a leader."
After Grogan went down,
Eason entered the lineup with the
aggressiveness that won him the
starting position -a- year ago. —
"Tony's injury was probably
the best thing that happened to
him," added Aamodt. "When I
was in camp, he was real cocky.
If there was anyone I didn't like
on the team, it was Tony. When
Steve played well as his replacement, it probably made Tony
grow up."
But the Super Bowl won't be
easy for the Pats as they face the
best team in football — the Chicago Bears.
"The Super Bowl will be a
heckuva game," said Aamodt.
"The edge goes to the Bears, but
my heart is in New England."
During the past few weeks, Aamodt has been confronted by
many people around Winona
State about the Pats being in the
playoffs.
"A lot of people have come up
to me saying 'the Jets look tough
this week', you know, and stuff
like that," Aamodt added. "But
I'd just say 'I don't know. We'll
see ' I've been pretty lucky so

Continued from page 13
The Pats started off slow this
year, winning two of five games
behind former Illinois quarterback
Tony Eason. Eason went down
with an injury and veteran quarterback Steve Grogan led them to
six straight wins before he got injured. But the team learned how

Jay Aamodt

West
Continued from page 13
Minnesota-Duluth Saturday.
Both games are at
7:30 in McCown Gymnasium.
West said the team is not overlooking Bemidji
and setting their sights on Duluth.
"We're playing with a great deal of confidence,"
West said. "Friday night is probably the bigger
game for us. We have to beat Bemidji before we
think about Duluth. It would be nice to beat Duluth,
though. We think we can."
Head coach Jerry Nauman also stresses the importance of this week's games. "We will need to
win about seven games this year to make the
playoffs," Nauman said. "These home games are
important. If we play like we did this past weekend,
we could be in pretty good shape. We feel we can
beat Bemidji and Duluth."

far."
Even though Aamodt was only
in camp for almost two weeks,
the Pats going to the Super Bowl
has lessened the hurt of being
cut.
"Yeah, it feels better," Aamodt
said about his release. "It makes
me feel better that their secondary had a great season. (Ray)
Clayborn was named an All-Pro
cornerback and Fred Marion had
an All-Pro caliber year at free
safety, the position I tried out
for."
The future for Jay Aamodt the
football player is up in the air.
His agent called him two weeks
ago, telling him about the tentative draft date of the U.S.F.L. According to his agent, there are
only about 20 players on each
U.S.F.L. roster, and they will
need to add about 20 more each.
He also has mentioned playing
for Canada.
"I'll take anything I can get,"
said Aamodt.
For the meantime, all Aamodt
can do is reflect on what could
have been. He had his chance.
There might not be another one.
But for what it's worth, he can
say "I had the chance to tryout
with the NeW England Patriots —
the year they played in Super
Bowl XX."

Nauman attributed some of the incentive in the
team's play over the weekend to the enthusiastic
crowd of 500 to 700 people. W.S.U. students were
let in free and the trend of free games will likely
continue for the men's games.
Warrior Notes: Warrior center Kevin Kelley played one of his best weekends as a Warrior. The junior center totalled 16 rebounds and 19 points for
the NIC games, and showed great strength in collapsing on the boards.
Forward Barry Burkhartzmeyer had a big weekend on both ends of the floor, also. He had 11 rebounds, six steals and 34 points for the weekend.
Backup point guards Dale Wiebke and Sean
Gantt contributed heavily to the Warriors' cause.
Gantt had 13 assists in the two games and Wiebke
added 10 points and six assists on Saturday night.
Forward Mark Hesse, the Warriors' second leading scorer, had 16 points Saturday.
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This Sunday,. Super Bowl XX will answer many questions that are
being asked of the many Chicagoans that attend Winona State. The
biggest question of them all is "Will those Bears follow suit of the
other Chicago teams and say 'congratulations' to their counterparts?" In other words...CHOKE?
I'm still miffed and befuddled about Bud Grant's second retirement from the Vikings but I still have enough auspicious wisdom to
say that there is no way the Bears will let this one get away from
them.
The Bears have eluded adversity. Players have made talk show
appearances. There have been hamburger commercials and last but
not least — the Super Bowl Shuffle song and video. These types of
media distractions would have made most teams fold easier than a
napkin.
But not for the Bears. They have not only talked tough, they have
played tough.
When one talks about the Bears, one talks about defense. If the
U.S. government had the Bears'defensive armament, the Russians
would sweat ice cubes. And to think the defense had such success
without All-Pros Todd Bell and Al Harris sends my spine into hiding.
The attack doesn't stop there. When running back Walter Payton
is on, he's harder to keep down than the cafeteria's roast beef. He's
the best and nobody wants the championship more than Payton.
You'll hear it here first, though. If the Bears win, don't be surprised if Payton says "So long." He's classy and if he leaves, he'll
go out the best. He'll have his championship. He was selected AllPro and he has the All-Time rushing record.
Now, the chances of that happening are slim and none — and
slim just walked out the door, but don't you be surprised if it happens. He could easily play three more years and make his rushing
record virtually untouchable. And the Bears will be great the next
decade — more than enough incentive to stick around.
I have always been a Walter Payton fan. But the man who has
changed it all for me is Jim McMahon. His little escapade with the
"Rozelle" headband has started a new craze. Fans from around the
nation are wearing the typical white headband with a name on it.
From day one when the Bears drafted McMahon, he has surprised
people, not only in his on-the-field play, but his off-the-wall guts. I'm
reminded of the time he first showed up in Lake Forest, III. He drove
up in a limo, stepped out with a beer in his hand and some chew in
his mouth. He walked into head coach Mike Ditka's office and said
"I'm your quarterback."
He has made appearances on the NFL Today — wearing sunglasses. He was on the David Letterman Show — wearing sunglasses. And Sunday, he was on CBS Sports being interviewed by
analyst John Madden — wearing a bear-head hat and sunglasses.
Let's face it. The guy's a radical. That's why he is so valuable to the
club.
Of course, for every good there is an evil. My evil? William "the
Refrigerator" Perry. The guy is much overrated. In training camp,
they said drafting him was a mistake. Big deal if he rushed for two
touchdowns and caught another.
What burns my hide is the fact that Minnesota Vikings' nose tackle Tim Newton had started virtually every game for the Vikes and his
stats are twice as good as the "Fridge." But because of Newton's
lack of notoriety, he will be overlooked as the number one, rookie
nose tackle in the National Football Conference. However, that's another story.
It makes me swallow a little pride, but the Bears definitely are
going to be the class of the league for a long time to come. Their
average age of 26 years is scary.
I predict the Bears beat New England 24-6 in the first of what is
destined to be many Super Bowl championships.
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UM-Duluth
Southwest State
WINONA STATE
UM-Morris
Bemidji State
Moorhead State
Northern State

Conf.
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3
1 12
7
3
1 11
9
2
2
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2
2
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1
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1
3
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Friday's Game
Bemidji State v.s. WINONA STATE , 7:30
Saturday's Game
UM-Duluth v.s. WINONA STATE, 7:30

NSC Standings
Bemidji State
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UM-Morris
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1
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1
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0
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Friday's Game
WINONA STATE v.s. UM-Morris
Saturday's Game
WINONA STATE v.s. Moorhead State
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Go on the road

Women's BB team continues skid, Kelley unhappy
By WAYNE BOWER
Asst. Sports Editor

The Winona State women's
basketball team continued to
sputter as they dropped two
Northern Sun Conference games
this weekend, 77-63 against
Southwest State University, and
then lost to Northern State College 67-60.
Turnovers have played a major
role in the Warriors problems, as
they have slipped to an 0-4 NSC
record and 4-12 overall.
Winona State committed 25
turnovers in Friday's game but
also missed 15 free throws.
Southwest was able to take advantage of outstanding perimeter
shooting from point guard Dawn
Remee and reserve forward Kris
Larson, who came off the bench
to pump in 20 points.
Ruth Boberg led the way offensively for the Warriors with 14
points.
After the game, neither Warrior
head coach Betty Kelley or her
assistant Rich Dipple were very
talkative.
"We're sick of losing", said a
dejected Kelley, "We're in a position now that we have to win the
rest of our games."
Whether Kelley was pushing
the panic button to early or not, it
didn't matter as the Warriors
dropped the ball game to Northern State.
Winona State pivots Amy Mer-

chlewitz and Rhonda Moen had
three fouls on them with 13
minutes remaining in the first
half.
Both Merchlewitz and Moen
had four fouls after seven
minutes passed into the second
half. By the four-minute mark,
both had fouled out.
Along with the loss of Merchlewitz and Moen, the Warriors also
lost power forward Sheila Fitzgerald when she suffered a minor
concussion with 11 minutes to go
in the game. That was Fitzger-

"We're sick of losing."
— Kelley
aid's
third concussion in the
last two years.
What Kelley was left with was
5'9" sophomore forward Jane
Driscoll in the pivot against
Northern's front line of 6'1", 6'
and 5'10".
With the Warriors down by
three and under a minute left,
Winona State looked as though
they had a chance to pull the
game out, but the hopes slipped
when a Warrior pass deflected off
the hands of Warrior Lisa Lockwood.
Lockwood led the way for the
Warriors with 16 points and 12 re-

bounds. Fitzgerald was 4-5 from
the field and finished with nine
points, before being sidelined
with her injury.
"We didn't get the breaks,"
said Kelley after Saturday's
game.
Kelley did feel that her women
had their best game of the season. But she still feels that the
team is looking for their first full
game.
The Warriors go on the road
this weekend to take on the University of Minnesota-Morris on
Friday and Moorhead State on
Saturday.
The team can't let what happen to them on Saturday happen
to them again.
"We have to stay out of foul
trouble," said Dipple, "It is to our
advantage for the refs to call a
close game so we can't make
any dumb fouls."
Dipple is expecting a physical
game from Morris, but thinks that
Moorhead will be disciplined,
along with their above average
height.
A year ago, the Warriors could
have made the NAIA playoffs with
a 5-5 record, but finished up 4-6.
Dipple feels that it would be
tough to finish up 6-4, but a 5-5
playoff record isn't out of the
question.

Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman
Winona State's Rhonda Moen tries to block a pass during
the Warrior's loss 67-60 loss at the hands of Northern State
College Saturday night.

SPRING BREAK
IN
1 FT. LAUDE RDALE
Driving Package:
Without Transportation
Quad Occupancy

Full Package:

With Transportation
Quad Occupancy

6 Per Room

$229
$309
$299

To sign up
or for more information

Call:
Dave or Jay at 452-1397
Floreris on the strip.
Give us a call before you sign up for any
other trip. You will be glad that you did.

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:

• Seven nights accommodations at one of our exciting Fort
Lauderdale hotels. All out hotels are deluxe properties
with pool, party deck, color TV, and air conditioning.
• Round trip motor coach transportation via luxury
highway coaches to Four Lauderdale, Florida. Unlike
others, we use the newest style buses available.
• Pool deck parties every other day.
• An entire list of bar and restaurant discounts for you to
use to save money at places you would go anyway.
• The services of full time travel representatives available
daily to throw parties and take good care of you.
• All taxes and gratuities.
Arrangements by

ECHO TRAVEL, INC.
The largest in college tours to Florida
for over seven years.
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